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I hope Jason has received all documents he needed from WBC host
countries. If not, it will be solved as soon as possible. Because almost 1/3
days has gone till the deadline of entry.
About Ben’s request. I asked decision to Giuliano as follows.
Dear Giuliano,
I received the proposal from UK to keep Ben in Elite.
Please decide it quickly.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Hiro,
as you know I think that one of the worst problem in BIU is the low number
of Elite Riders.
For this reason I say YES to Ben.
But this question it’s competence of Technical Commission.
Dear Jean, Radim and Stefan,
Can you express your vote about the return of Ben Savage in Elite
Category 2013 ?
I remember you that we need 2 vote from 2 member of TC to have valid
vote.
Please, answer today, please.
Need only write “Yes” or “Not”.
Thank you very much,
Giuliano Gualeni
Dear Jean, Radim, Stefan,
I enclose the copy of Medical Certificate from Ben Savage.
Please, express your vote as soon as possible.
Thank you,
Giuliano Gualeni
Dear friends,
thank you very much for your rapid answer.

I can now reassume the Technical Committee voting:
Quorum for valid EVS = 2 vote.
Stefan Pcola = Yes.
Jean Fabregas = Yes.
Electronic Vote System it’s valid.
The request of the rider Ben Savage to return in Elite 2013 it’s accepted by
BIU Technical Commission.
General Secretary will publish the decision on the web site and via email.
Best regards,
Giuliano Gualeni
Dear Giuliano and friends,
with all sympathy to Ben... Are you sure this is not against the rules????!!
Im not sure. Also the medical "certificate" looks more funny than serious.
I hope Im wrong.
Yours
Lukas

This exception is in the rules. I do not know if we need the vote?
If we got the proposal from UK delegate with the medical certificate, we
should just accept it by the rules. If we can change the rules by vote, it is
wrong. The presidium should work under the rules.
If we make the vote for the decision, we should make the vote firstly for if
we use the vote or not, isn’t it?
Lukas wrote if the certificate should be taken as the right document. This
is important question and we should ask to UK delegate to explain it in
case of doubt.
The next, we better have the limit time to ask exception like this case, not
for all the time in the year. Especially this time we already started entry for
WBC this year. Asking exception such late like this moment makes
problem (we have to modify the Elite list, Program and etc). So I will
propose to the presidium will make the rules for the application. May be
“that year before December” is better for the deadline. I hope Giuliano will
take it as an item of agenda for General Assembly.
I do not know if 20 Elite is low or high numbers.
But each country should push Elite (and the rest category) to entry for
WBC as much as they can. I only expect it.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
24/05/2013

